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Brown water" has ripple effect throughout campus
(RISTEN h u t m a c h e r
Staff Writer
Two weeks ago, various
idences on campus expeenced "brown water."
Considering no one wanted
wash their hands or
lower with this water, stuents were concerned as to
•hat caused this discol
oration of Pacific's water.
According
to
Scott
icaton, operations manager
* Physical Plant, the Burns
ver water tank was being
rected as part of the
lual water report. The
. >rt is required by state
ind federal law.
A company named Aquaec sent a two-man dive
im to inspect the inside of
150,000-gallon tank. The
vers were checking for
isible cracks or leaks and
testing the water itself.
The team took photos and
video and also had a
'ote control vehicle avail>le to them in case it was
led.
They [the divers] were
'P°sed to carefully dive
• but one brushed his fin
§a'"st the bottom, stirring
f the sediment," Heaton

said.
Some sediment naturally
occurs in the water, but it
settles on the bottom of the
tank and doesn't flow out
with the water unless it is
stirred up, as the case was
here.
That
sediment
then
flowed out of the tank and
into our water system.
According to a previous
year's water report, written
by Joe Kirim, director of the
Physical Plant, there's noth
ing in the sediment that is
harmful.
For
example,
"State
Health officials say water
with
tetrachloroethylene
concentration of under 4
parts per billion is safe to
drink." Our water, accord
ing to the 1997 water quality
table, obtained from Scott
Heaton,
had
negligible
amounts.
So, while our
water may not taste so great
and not look great from time
to time, it's safe to drink.
Also according to the
water report, "flushing of
the building piping... will
usually correct the situation
[the
discoloration]."
However,
a
problem
See Brown Water, page 4

<

I
Cathy Tran, one of many COP students living on campus, experienced the "brown water" effect.
Clean water was restored to campus within two days avoiding further student frustration.

The common cold hits Pacific students once again
30UG HINKLE
"Rt. N
PVAJC C^I:.
News
Editor

The common cold has hit
^ngeance
"""Stance at
at UOP
UUP this
^r- Kenneth Forsythe,
lea|tv,reCtor
Cowell
'hit i1 ^-enfer described
raVp e referred to as a tidal
°f people coming in
int

a

1e

»ame r6ntS tend t0 exhibit the
__j^e
symptoms, Yet

1
r
"
others may have more of one
symptom than another.
These symptoms include:
muscle and head aches, fever,
congestion,
sore
throat,
coughing
and
extreme
fatigue,
Dr. Forsythe explained that
while the number of people
that are sick is surprising, the
fact that the cold has hit isn't.
"Each year, three great
waves of cold viruses hit the

I 1

cuatec The
The first
first one
one is
fCenter for Disease Control)
United States.
is (Center
in the fall, the second, in early uses a computer model to
winter, and third in late determine what influenza
spring. These waves contain virus is most likely to infect
about a hundred different the population.
They then administer a
viruses."
Students who received flu vaccine to combat it. The
shots and are wondering why common cold, on the other
has
resisted
all
they are sick should know hand,
that the flu is not the same attempts at a cure.
In the 1940's the British
thing as the common cold.
embarked
on a program to
The influenza virus causes
eradicate
the
common cold.
the flu. Each year, the CDC

According to Forsythe, th
they
gave up in 1995.
Some doctors think that
curing the common cold
might not be such a good
idea. These doctors think that
the cold acts as a way of stim
ulating the body's immunity
system without causing any
serious damage.
"We can't cure the cold
but we can cure the sympSee Common Cold, page 4

Tntfay in History
1945 - The Yalta Conference
in Crimea between
Roosevelt, Stalin, and
Churchill concluded.
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Public Safety Report

U. Florida vice president found respon
sible for cover-up

January 28, 1999 - February 3, 1999
PREPARED BY JERRY L. HOUSTON

1

A UF vice president has been named
*, the source of an unethical attempt to
- cover up a payment to a Minnesota state
senator. Mike Martin was found respon
sible on Jan. 29 for concealing evidence and lying under
oath by a Minnesota Senate ethics committee. Martin is
vice president for agriculture and natural resources with
UF's Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences.
The incident that led to the Senate's finding occurred
while Martin was employed by the University of
Minnesota, a state-funded university. A Senate subcom
mittee concluded after two hearings that a March 1998
payment Martin made to Sen. Dallas Sams was legal, but
that efforts to cover it up were inappropriate.
Martin, who worked at UM from 1992 to October 1998,
in March paid Sams $12,500 through a third party - Media
Integrated Training Services - for consulting services.
MITS already was being paid by the university to make
CD-ROMs about distance learning.
Sams worked as a consultant to UM for five months,
helping the university re-establish an agricultural educa
tion program.
The money originally came from state funds, but after
Martin was "directly pressured" by various assistants, he
substituted the state's money with funds drawn from a
private UM gift fund, the Senate report stated. After the
payment was made to Sams, Martin backdated a contract
and lied about the contract under oath, according to evi
dence presented to the subcommittee in a Jan. 12 hearing.

Vandalism

Where.

When
Jan 31
Jan 31-Feb 1

Grace Covell Hall
Rudkin Way
Burglary
Where

Lot #6 (near Carter House)

Broken Window
Parked vehicle keyed

When

Feb 1

Theft

Where,

Library
Lot #6 (near Carter House)
Classroom Building
AKL Fraternity
North Service Road

Lpss
Bicycle
Cds and CD player
Science Equipment
Leather coat and wallet
Parking Permit

When

Jan 28-29
Feb 1
Feb 1
Feb 3
Feb 3

Spi!

•• -V

1 ::::

Ijliii

Miscellaneous

Where
Lot #8 (Pharmacy)
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

.When
Jan 28
Jan 30

ilfllli
What
Vehicle theft
Multiple fights

BB»

Did you know?
S1

:

:

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 101 hours of foot patrol, found
21 open windows/doors, provided 7 escorts, assisted 13 stranded motorists, and contact
ed 45 suspicious persons.

| Ohio State U. students
rememberHussein
As they mourned the death of King
Hussein, Ohio State students from
Amman, Jordan, reflected on what a
great leader the king was and what the
future holds for their country.
Saba Shanaah, a graduate student in journalism from
Amman, said that compared to the other leaders in the
Middle East, Hussein was one of the best.
"He was popular among the people [of Jordan],"
Shanaah said. "He showed a lot of care to the people.
Other leaders in the region do nothing, they are just rich."
Shadi Anabtawy, a junior majoring in industrial and sys
tems engineering, who is also from Amman, said he conmost beloved king in all nations.
Hussein l° **
1A henever he would give a speech, everyone would lis
ten, he said. "He would walk in the streets and talk to
people."
Shanaah recounted an instance in which
Hussein turned one of his castles into a home for orphans.
She said he would frequently have lunch with ordinary
1
people.
|,

"He was very down to earth," Shanaah said. Hussein's
policies reflected what was important to the people of
Jordan, Anabtawy said. In the 1970s, Hussein focused on
building the Jordanian economy and in the 1980s he
worked to resolve the Iran-Iraq war. In the 1990s, Hussein
worked to generate peace in the Middle East, he said
Thedeath of Hussein is scary for Jordanians, Anabtawy
said. There are not that many people in Jordan who even
remember having another leader of their country because
Hussein reigned for nearly 50 years, he said

Out with the old and in with the newKPAC n e e d s a new look a n d we want help from you

"Fabulous Sounds of the New Millenium"

Logo Contest

Here's what t o d o :
* create a cool slogan that you think fits KPAC
design a cool logo that includes the slogan
* i t h e J e t t e r s K P A C should be prominent in the logo desigr
design S e m o r e ^ a n ^ o u r c o ' o r s (including black) in the
include Associated Students of Univ. of Pacific' in small
print somewhere in the design
* submit your entry on a standard 8.5" x 11" paper
a t the ASUOP office by Friday March 5,1999
Make sure to include your name, campus phone, and address

Here's t h e Best Part:
the creator of the winning design will receive

$100.00

and a t-shirt featuring their design!
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"Express" down last week; causes student anxieties
included an influx of business
at the Summit due to Tiger
Grocery being unable to ser
Last Monday at 3 p.m., the vice the students.
student service known as
When asked about the sud
Express failed.
It didn't den increase of disgruntled
resume and function properly students, Corrine Freitas from
until Wednesday, 1 p.m.
the Summit explained, "We
Carol Franco,
managed."
This glitch in the
coordinator of
A
major
housing
ser
system caused a problem was
vices, explained
the
inconve
few minor
that a system
nience students
obstacles that
error had caused
experienced.
included an
the temporary
"My whole
halt
of
the
universe was
influx of
Express service.
business at the thrown into a
"Unfortunately
complete and
Summit due to
things like this
total upheaval
Tiger Grocery
happen
from
because I am
being unable to broke and I
time to time
since this system
must buy ciga
service the
is operational 24
rettes
somestudents.
hours striaght."
how," lamented
The problem
sophomore
was easily fixed by replacing a Amanda Wheeler.
Other students experienced
small piece of the system. This
glitch in the system caused a similar concern for the tempo
few minor obstacles that rary shut-down of Express.
CAROL WHITE
Staff Writer

"Express" is used by many students and when the system falters, havoc may arise.
"The lack of Express inhibited my sugar consumption
because I couldn't buy any
candy and I almost starved,"

recalled Laura Budd, a sophomore Art Major.
The situation was resolved
and students were able to get

on without too much harm
being done,
Express is managed by
Residential Life and Housing.

Have a hot tip? Want to see more
coverage of a certain department
orschooi? If you have a news
story, please call Alex at 946-21 IS.
—•—£__!
1999-00

PacificStafeBank
ra

FINANCIAL AID
To receive priority considerationjbr
available JUntls. J\le your

your bank for your future

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altaville
Columbia
Stockton

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland
Tracy

http://www.pacificstatehank.com

Member
FDIC

pacstate@aol.com

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728

FAPSA or Renewal FAFSA by

FEBRUARY 15
yKStnuvk lUilr

UOP Priority Application Date

FEBRUARY 15
CaJ Grant Deadline • Mew Grant*

MARCH 1

financial Aid Office • Hand Hall
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THE

Students question technology fee

DOUG HINKLE
Asst. News Editor

Lynn Kubeck, Pacific's
chief information officer,
failed to show up at
Sunday's student forum
over the proposed technol
ogy fee increase.
Senator at Large Ken
Doolittle could offer no
explanation as to her
whereabouts.
Over twenty five stu
dents met in Grace Covell's
Tiger Lounge over at 7:00
p.m. to ask questions and
give feedback about the
recently proposed technol
ogy fee increase.
Officials who did show

Common Cold

Continued from 1

toms. The medicines avail
able today are very effective
at treating the symptoms,"
said Forsythe.
Students can expect to be
sick for at least seven to ten
days, but since there is about
a hundred different viruses

UP
WPW* mainlv
up were
mainly fKo
the techni
cal aspect of this switch
upgrade. They were inter
ested in finding out what
kinds of sendees the stu
dents wanted with their
plan.
When it came to this,
students were overall insis
tent that their phone-pian
be flexible. The students
want to be able to choose
which services they do or
don't want.
As one student, Megan
Welty, mentioned, each stu
dent here has individual
needs and a one-size fits all
plan wouldn't work.
What seemed to be on
students minds though,

going around, it's easy to get
a second or third virus after
you've gotten over the first
one.
The Health Center is
available to students 24
hours a day, seven days a
week, for those feeling the
symptoms of the common
cold.

.1. ?•
was u^...
how much
it was
going to cost. The UOP
computing reps stressed
the point that the $200 fee
was just a proposal. Some
students were quick to
notice that the fee could
also go up. Just as easily as
it went down.
"I don't want to come to
school in the fall and find a
$1000 technology fee," as
nnp
one cfuHpnf
student nnf
put it.
Another issue that the
panel was unable to
answer was in regards to
long-distance. The school
has, until now, failed to
come up with any definite
plans on how long-dis
tance would be provided

«.

or paid for.
A consultant is being
brought in to discuss this
matter.
The issue of the switch
being made behind stu
dent's backs was brought
up. One student asked why
certain meetings were
closed to the public.
ASUOP
President
Russell Marzette explained
li:.. t
.r
that he was serving as a
representative of the stu
dent body as a whole.
Any questions or com
ments students want to
send to the school adminis
tration can be sent through
Marzette.

PACIFIC

Brown Water

Continued from 1

occurred as a result of res,
dents trying to flush the
system in Southwest.
Two of the first floor res,
dents experienced flooding
Their sinks bubbled over
with the "brown water"
One had her floor covered
with the water nearly half
an inch deep before a
siphon was set up.
Some
residents had
turned their sinks on in
order to try and clear the
water up.
Southwest's
pipes couldn't handle that
much water and something
eventually had to give.
The water was turned off
and the mess was cleaned
up.

GE I 1 AID while you earn your
Teaching Credential!

Project Pipeline

Teacher Credentialing Program
INTO DEBT.

V

Education, Mathematics, Science, Liberal Arts,
Social Science, and English Majors ...

YOU are invited to learn how to

uptoasfis.ooofimit.
_ .

Under theArmy's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
dibl reWisjustone

of the many benefits
you T, earn from the Army, Ask your ArmySr.

(209) 951-3541
ARMY. BE"ww90army.com
ALL YOU CAN BE'
•'

-

Earn Your Teach»r Credential
through a Paid Internship.*
*Full time, two year teaching position with full pay and beneftis.

Tuesday, February 16,1999
2:00p.m. to 6:00p.m.

• University of the Pacific
JOB FAIR Project Pipeline Booth
Alex G. Spanos Center

For more info: (916) 924-8633
VISIT OUR WEBSITE * www.projectpipeline.org
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EDITORIAL

c

Here c o m e s the flSUOP r e v o l u t i o n ! !

7

Quote of the
Week
"Revolutions have
never lightened the
burden of tyranny.
They have only shift
ed it to another
shoulder."
— George Bernard
Shaw

j - M V W v *

tijtLfl/.,

For student views on
the Editorial topic, see
Question of the Week
on page 6

ong live the revolution, or not
ASUOP officials decided to would not be a student gov are filled and then vacated
take them down early ernment, but a business almost as if there is a sinis
Monday morning, about a with students as silent part ter revolving door in the
office. People show up, they
week and a half ago. With ners.
Now I will agree that get settled, and out they go.
the flyers came the promise
ASUOP
has many problems, However, to completely
that there would soon be a
one
being
a genuine disor destroy the senate and judi
petition going around to
advocate the relief of power der in its leadership, but to cial sections would reduce
totally dissolve the student's voice to noth
of all ASUOP memASUOP is not ing, and this is not accept
bers.
The same revolu- " I f _
a n y t h i n g , i n t h e b e s t able. If anything, the stu
dents should have more
Sirit
should
student's
' n voice than they do at this
students,
a transition team to
have more
would
be moment.
run all ASUOP
The problems at ASUOP
businesses, until a voice than they refrefih^nR to
do need to be fixed, but
the
entire
See
new, more busido
atf this
do
this„
0 0 at
nesslike form of
°
e x e c u t i v e destroying the whole opera
government can be
moment.
board reconfig- tion to start over is not a
installed.
Hmm,
ured, but that solution. That would be like
is
only because looking to the nation's capi
who better to run
the transition team than for it has no definition as it now tal, deciding things need to
stands. We have an attorney be changed, and creating a
mer members of ASUOP.
government
that
The new form, in its early general who does not even new
requires
all
members
to
be
stages, has asked that the know his responsibilities,
neutered.
What
we
need
to
presidents of every school but that is because no one
do
is
look
at
the
good
things
knows
the
responsibilities
'hese "revolutionaries" form a board similar to the
'uded to print up hun- Board of Regents. This of the attorney general at in ASUOP, and there are
some good things, and
I ri'ds of flyers and cover board would be responsible this moment.
e campus with them late
Many of the problems build from these. To do any
for the same things ASUOP
n? n'ght, about a week and
has done, only there would within ASUOP stem from thing else is going to cause
half ago. Coincidentally, be no senators or the like. It the fact that major positions more problems than it fixes.

If you didn't see the revoution flyers on campus last
reek, then blame it on ceriin executive members of
f'SUOP. If you were lucky
rough to glimpse one of
oe endangered flyers, you
trobably wondered just
rhat it was about. For those
r you who lack imagina|:°n or knowledge of the sitH'ion, we will try to inform
•'ou.
Lnhappy with the way
-lngs were being run in
^M_OP last semester, many
members
either
t s,gned or were relieved of
'f duties. These members
faoie back this semester
"h the idea of the revoluL°n' ar>d expressed, albeit
' fetly, their desire to see
F e complete disbanding of
hsuop

I ^ifican editorials represent the views of a major : of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one oh at our office on the
I
third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at opirdoh@thepadfican.com. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number
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A President's response
Dear Editor

and Senators is already under gency (except that some "rev
way. They merely have to run olutionaries" are realizing
The February 4, 1999 for office and present their that they can only have an
Pacifican's lead article, enti ideas through the duly recog impact before they move on
tled
"Revolution
or nized and legitimate democ by
extreme
and
Restructuring? ASUOP Under ratic channels. If enough stu "Revolutionary" measures).
Pressure," began by talking dents agree with them and
This doesn't mean that I am
about the initial steps in a vote for them, things can and not open to constructive
"revolution" here at Pacific. I will change.
ideas; I'm just opposed to
thought this article was about
There is no need for a "ter destructive means of express
a revolution being staged by mination of all powers of ing them.
and for students; however, it ASUOP Executives, Senators,
And to The Pacifican: Stop
quickly moved away from the and any Judicial members." wasting space on trivial inter
pointed and deteriorated into Their powers will automati
personal differences and con
an exercise in character assas cally terminate at the end of
centrate on concrete issues
sination (mine) and a dreary, this semester. If the students
such as the University
concocted retelling of an event do not believe that they cur
"Master" Plan, The Italian
that took place last summer.
rent ASUOP Executives and Cultural Center, "unwired"
A review of back issues will Senators are serving the stu
apartment communities, the
show that criticism of my dents as effectively as possi
absence of an adequate
leadership style has been a ble, then they will elect new
Student Center, and support
staple of The Pacifican this ones.
ing the candidates and the
year. And however miscon
The article also calls for an exchange of ideas throughout
strued, this was intended to interim government.
But
support the "Revolutionaries" there is no need for a "Board student government election
contention that ASUOP needs of Directors." That group process (just to name a few).
to be completely revamped.
already exists, and is called
Russell K. Marzette, Jr.
But The Pacifican missed the "The ASUOP Senate." And
ASUOP
President
point: there is no relevant con there is no need for a "transi
nection between this and "the tion team," especially one
Editor's Note:
Revolution." And in doing headed
by
the
this. The Pacifican failed to "Revolutionaries" leaders,
address the real point.
two former ASUOP officials
The Pacifican article menIf there is a problem with who were unable or unwilling
ASUOP, and if the problem is to implement their ideas from
my personal leadership style, within the organization's im government, rather the
then all who think so can democracy. Finally there is sources of the story do. To see
breathe a sigh of relief: the certainly no need for a peti The Pacifican's view on the
annual election process to tion for an emergency Special 'ASUOP Revolution' see the
select new ASUOP Officers Election, as there is no emer editorial on page 5.

The seven pound backpack

PROFESSOR BILL KANE
Guest Writer

S I S
students
should
s t a r t
gearing
up
for
another
round of
abuse. In
a
Plan
1 r u
Professor Bill Kane
—
1 y
Dilbertine in scope and proportion, the Administration
Adminicfrrafi^
proposed that all students
be required to own/lease
notebook computers. When
the idea fell flat, officials
cast about and found SIS
with its new Dean, someone
—.

V

UIIM

not
» say no,
not in
in aa position to

3
"pilot"*nrnt t0
"
' lapt^with toe
" "
requiring
intent to make it Universitywide in a few years.
Soon after her arrival on
the UOP campus last fall,
Lynne Kubeck, in the
newly-hatched administra
tive position of Chief
Information Office floated
the idea .ha, all UOP students should be required to

Question of the wee(
COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Do you think ASUOP should be

disbanded and replaced*

"

efficiently without
restructuring. I think tht
whole issue has been
brought up by student
who thought they
would be in power, but
lost last years eke-

ASUOP won't
thing, but I
'revolution'I
everyone tec
••

changes ne

-v-v.'.vv

"No, disbanding
ASUOP isn't the amwe
Senators need to listen
to the students and
make ASUOP more stu
dent oriented."
facy Bute
Sophonm

rooms? Students wander
druunc» with laptops
ing around
fe™§ pluggS *
Only the third reason could
be in the Administration
gazing globe. After the
embarrassment of its "car
ing and nurturing" mission
statement, and its bewilder
ing "leadership" initiative,

SS

is s^ki^To"'a'^
mick
to
to
'
define
its
Presid
There was*
«Ky.
for students to have "lan
. Beside* the obvious questops. The "vision" was verv S" of.."Why," th* critiClsms piled up. The infrafuzzy at best. StuHcnf
"connected" in class while ?trUCtUre does not exist to
the instructor lectures? have everyone network or
In
Students "connected" at tie in to the Internet.
addition,
the
pedagogical
home and in their dorm

See Kane, page 7

rive and is run well It
students want a ben
government they
should run for om
and change it

For our view on this topic, se
the Editorial on page 5

to

.OPINION

11. 1999

iSUOP

leeds
changes

Y OSEPH DE VERA
iM itaff Writer

1.
|J» When I asked sopho- j
i gore, Malia Lyles, what
1 ihe
thought
f. ASUOP, she res;
|
•! know that they
I ihe ski trip." Is
I ASUOP has done for
ffc ents? Is the ski trip
|only major event
ASUOP is known for in
ring
ities?
Many students are
unclear on what exactly
.ASUOP has done for
Hem. They also perceive
ASUOP to be a controver
sial and chaotic organiza
tion. Sophomore
J»I
:
Sikaguchi said
Whenever I pick up The
Ptcifican, there's always
«n article on how some
one in ASUOP is getting
fired or resigning
something along tl
lines."
•
But despite the
p«s, ASUOP has continu«d to sponsor events,
as guest speakers,
J"ps, the allocation of
wnds for
on campus
dubs and organizations,
^d other student activiWs. Also, they have spent
fountless hours develop
!nS a constitution. Even
*i(h these accomplish
ments, students are still
""happy with the student
?°vernmen;
Students are aware of
s unstab'e state.
I tu
I eV know of the contro• Vfrs'es and the many disJ a*reements among the
1^mbers^This not only
|^ ps UOP a bad reputa,°n' ^ut there is alsoB
|
^ ^'me in student morale,
| How
can students have
khool
' ool pride and spirit if
is no unity on the
| T,ent government?
"e proposed "Board
See ASUOP,1 page 8

Kane

Continued from page 6

objections to having every
class curriculum redevel
oped to incorporate laptops
are obvious to anyone who
has taught or taken a class.
Does the Administration
think that students could
type notes during class? If
anyone actually believes
that, try typing a simple
algebraic equation in the
word processor of your
choice. The classes that
could use Internet content
in any academic program
are minimal. The challenge
of keeping the attention of
students over an hour or so
several days a week is hard
enough.
It would be
extremely difficult to keep a
large portion of a class from
playing Freecell or surfing
the net during a lecture.
For a university that touts
close student/faculty inter
action, it is hard to see how
having content delivered
over a computer will
enhance that aspect.
There are more practical
objections. Cost is one.
Laptops are much more
expensive than desktops for
the same computing fire
power. They are also 35%
more
likely
to
fail.
Computer experts, like ABC
TV and radio host Gina
Smith, emphatically state
that if someone owns one
computer, make it a desk
top. By requiring a specific
type of computer, the
University limits the free
dom of students and faculty
to purchase the best one to
suit their budget and acade
mic needs.
Engineers need fast chips
and high quality screens
that are not found on lap
tops. Most of their software
is on Windows platforms.
Graphic artists find that
Macintosh has the best soft
ware for them. They also
require
high
quality
screens.
The practical
objection
to
carrying
around a laptop for occa
sional use (which is what
can be expected at best) is
real. After a week, students
will stop carrying them.
You can also be sure that

after a week the used laptop
stalls at the flea markets
will be chock full of stolen
laptops. If nothing else, it
will certainly be a boon to
the local underground econ
omy. As one who owns
three laptops, 1 can assure
you that the screen quality,
pointer devices, and overall
performance of laptops
does not even come close to
a desktop at half the price.
No one can dispute the
need for a computer in
today's world. Giving stu
dents and faculty the free
dom to choose what's best
for them would enhance the
quality of the educational
product the University
delivers. A top-down edict
from ignorant administra
tors only guarantees poor
quality and widespread dis
satisfaction.
One of the first rules of a
successful business is to talk
to the customer, in this case
students, staff, and faculty;
find out the needs of the
market; and meet them.
Every student and faculty
member I've talked to has
ridiculed the idea of manda
tory laptops. Once more the
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University Administration
is running true to form come up with some scheme
out of the blue, solicit and
pretend to listen to input,
occupy everyone's time,
and eventually wear down
the opposition so that it can
proceed with what it was
going to do anyway.
Will anyone choose UOP
because they have to pur
chase a laptop computer?
The obvious answer is no.
In fact the opposite is more
likely. Why pay to attend
an
already
expensive
school, and then be forced
to purchase an item you
probably will not want or
need?
What is really remarkable
about this idea is its refusal
to die a sudden and welldeserved death. After suf
fering widespread criticism,
the Administration even
brought in an administrator
from Hartwick College to
shill them. Hartwick is a
small (1300 students), rela
tively unknown, liberal arts
college in the hinterlands of
New York State. Like UOP
it is under-enrolled and
struggling for some kind of

identity. Not known for
anything in particular, it has
now begun to require lap
tops in an effort to look
"high tech" and boost
enrollment. With this kind
of desperate effort to "con
vince" everyone of the legit
imacy of its idea, you can be
sure the Administration will
go forward with it.
CIO Kubeck's defenders
say that this was not her
idea. Any plan this bad
could only originate at the
very top - the President's
office. The fact that it's kept
alive, even without a pulse,
is an indication that it
enjoys strong support in the
Zone.
Logic-Free
Hopefully the faculty and
students will demand an
end to the further waste of
everyone's time. This is one
turkey that should have
been killed at Thanksgiving.
Professor Bill Kane is an
award-winning teacher in the
Department
of
Civil
Engineering.
His current
research concerns the negative
influence of the cultural values
of the 1960s on the quality of
technical education.

THE CAPITAL FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAMS

CALIFORNIA
NEEDS, YOU!
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PROGRAM
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Poor school rape response
SARAH CLASS
Staff Writer

A rape conviction today seductive liars. Somehow
requires not just a claim by we refuse to face the fact
a victim, but physical evi that the rapist is the crimi
On February 2, a 16 year- dence. The young girl who
nal, not the victim.
old Sacramento high school was raped should have
Rape occurs even more
student was accused of rap been taken to the hospital
frequently at the college
ing a 15 year-old classmate. and examined immediately,
level than at the high
The victim was found cry and the rapist should have
school
level.
College
ing in the hallway outside been taken to jail immedi
administrators, like the
i the men's bathroom, where ately.
Sacramento high school
I the
rape
allegedly
My question is: why did administrators, often times
occurred.
n't the administrators noti do not report crimes to the
Although
the
rape fy the police right after the
police, but choose to handle
| occurred during the day, rape occurred. Perhaps
themselves.
the police were not notified they thought that the girl the problem
If
a
student
is accused of
until later that evening by was just kidding, sick,
rape, administrators review
the girl's parents. School paranoid, has a psychologi
officials did not report the cal problem, or has a crush the report and decide on a
punishment.
Sometimes
alleged rape to the police.
on the boy. Or maybe they this punishment is that the
Many rape victims do thought that she had sex
student is put on "student
not report to the police with
him
and
was
because of trauma, fear, ashamed, or seduced him. conduct probation." Other
denial, and many other rea Maybe she made him rape times, in a most serious
case, the student is expelled
sons. Most rapists are never her.
from the university.
punished for their crime. It
The
administrators,
This treatment of crimi
is the duty of the school probably afraid of a lawsuit
nals
is
most
unfair.
officials, both as adminis- from the rapist's parents,
[ trators and citizens, to were obviously questioning Students, just because they
report the rape to the police the victim's credibility. This are students, should not be
as soon as possible. The attitude is a reflection of given sanction from the
longer the victim and the our society's beliefs about law. Administrators, both
crime scene go without women and rape. Rape vic on the high school and col
investigation, the more evi tims are often described as lege level, need to take rape
victims and the crime of
dence is lost.
helpless and insipid, or rape itself more seriously.

THE

pAnnr.

ASUOP.1

working with students
their respective schools
of Directors" by the "revo that student voice and on
F
lutionaries," may be a tem ion is heard.
porary answer to making
What UOP's student eo
UOP a more productive and ernment needs is a
hospitable social environ start with new people wi
ment. The "Board
of are creative, caring, ar
Directors" will consist of open-minded to student
the presidents from each suggestions. If ASUOP do
constituent school. Bringing not start defending then
these presidents together selves now or giving sti
will be the first step in uni dents a reason not to sui
fying our student govern port the revolutionaries
ment. Working together, then UOP will be seeing
they will be able to build new form of governmei
the reputation of student running the school ver
government while directly soon.
Continued from page 7

i

'The Weekly Rant' by Scott
Switzercanbe found
online this week at:
•
/opinion/

U N I V E R S I T Y O F T H E PACIFIC
A quality program from a distinguished University.

^•\RAVE A HCArt^

Open Satparting Feb. 20th; center hours 9:00-3:00, (newdonors 9:00-2'00)

D O N A T E YOUR P L A S M A
In the fight against a worldwide plasma shortage
Alpha Theraputic In Stockton is here to meet the'
ensiirpThat Y ° u r J , f e s a v i n 9 blood plasma can
2 , ' f Products are available to hospitals and
a r 0 u n d t h e w o H d - ^ donating
With a f h
with A pha, you can help save the lives of
many while you earn up to $145.00/month
r more by using our buddy referral system.

yYu Drm9.'n.

btudeh
your stucL„ receiv?
a
receive a $ 5 . 0 0 bonus on your first visit.
(You must qualify to donate )
Alpha Therapeutic

Ration Center
E. March Ln. #F
Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 477-8632

March 19th 4:00

openhouse
allow 2 1/2 hours for first donation

• Emphasis on Leadership and Innovation
• 1 Year Accelerated Program
• Full time or Part time enrollment
• Day & Evening Classes
* International Study Opportunity
• General Management & Entrepreneurship Tracks
• JD/MBA and Peace Corps joint programs

INFORMATION SESSION

TXCKEt

4 29

UNIQUE CURRICULUM

Center Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:00-4:00
New Donors Accepted:
Mon-Fri 8:00-3:00

Tbesday, February 16, 1999
6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
Weber Hall 112
RSVP by calling (209) 946-2629
or e-mail clozano@uop.edu
h ttp:// www. nop.e d u/e s b

EBERHARDT SCHOOL OF BUSINES
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Circle K gets around
RANDI KAY STEPHENS
Metro Editor
Various clubs around campus are
committed to volunteer service, but
no other club is committed to serving
the community like Circle K
International.
This diverse club is an organization
with more than 20 members. Pacific's
Circle K club received its charter
membership during the 1997-1998
academic year.
Last semester the group met every
week and did several types of projects.
Circle K has volunteering ideas for all
types of interests. Those who enjoy
working with people can help serve
the community at St. Mary's Dining
Hall and local convalescent homes.
Several members prefer to volunteer
with animals at the local Humane
Society.
Brianne Walterhouse coordinates
service projects. "I coordinate events
that will be fun opportunities for
members that serve the community
too. We do a lot of open project times
so members can volunteer when it is
convenient for them."
Members have volunteered at the
Asparagus Festival, the annual
Kiwanis Crab Feed, and various other

events in Stockton.
Circle K International strives to end
Iodine Deficiency Disorders (1DD), the
leading preventable cause of mental
retardation. Last semester, members
collected donations for the plague
affecting many third world nations.
Each of the officers and members
follow the mission of Circle K
International.
Robyn Muramoto serves as club
president, Jamie Gilchrist as vicepresident and Andrew Baldwin as sec
retary. Pacific's Circle K International
club fulfills the responsibilities pre
scribed by its larger organization.
"Circle K International is college and
university students who are responsi
ble citizens and leaders with a lifelong
commitment to community service
worldwide."
Members attend a short Thursday
night meeting to find out about new
service projects and scholarships, and
to participate in socials.
Leah
DeGuzman, "one of the club's most
active members," said Muramoto of
DeGuzman's position as social chair,
coordinates functions where members
can just have fun too.
Harmony Rech, Circle K's Blood
Drive Coordinator, admits, "I like
helping the community. What I do

Cirlce K members Robyn Muramoto, Leah DeGuzman, Elizabeth Vasha
Heather Reed and Anderw Baldwin volunteer at a YMCA holiday event.
makes a difference, and I just want to there were numerous Kiwanians in
help." She is currently planning the attendance.
Larry Pippen, a retired UOP profes
annual blood drive, scheduled for
sor, serves as adviser to the service
March 3.
Delta Blood Bank is working with organization, working closely with the
Circle K to ensure a successful commu officers and members to ensure that
nity event.
"Save your blood," committment to responsibilities is
announced Cliff Weber, a Stockton always met.
Pacific's community is important to
Kiwanian who attends and helps advise
Circle K International and its members.
at Circle K's weekly meetings.
"Stockton Kiwanis members are sup If you have any ideas, requests for help,
or want more information about joining
portive and offer numerous ideas for
projects," stated Andrew Baldwin. At this sen-ice club, call Robyn Muramoto
the first Circle K meeting of January, at 466-1279.

ASUOP

New events planned at UOP
RANDI KAY STEPHENS
Metro Editor
ASUOP Presents has many
events for students to enjoy
during
the
month
of
February.
Snow Tigers
For ski novices and
experts who have their
recent ASUOP sticker on the
back of their student identifi
cation card, a trip is planned
just for you and your friends.
The Kirkwood Ski Trip is
scheduled for Saturday,
February 20. Students must
meet at Burns Tower at 6:00
a.m. Pack warm clothes, ski
pants, ski jacket, gloves, gog
gles and a hat.
Please rent equipment

Nikki Giovanni, poet and essayist is coming to Pacific.

ahead of time so the group
does not have to wait in line
to rent.
Please contact
ASUOP at (209) 946-2233 for
information about ski and
snowboard
rental
in
Stockton. Bring money or
pack your lunch. Students
will receive their lift ticket
once the group is at
Kirkwood.
Love at McCaffrey Center
UOP's Dating Game,
brought to you by ASUOP
presents will start tonite at
7:00 p.m. One lucky male
and female will search for
the perfect mate to go on an
all expense paid date on
Valentine's Day. Afer asking
questions to three contes
tants drawn from the crowd.

the couple will win a Free
Date. The prize includes lim
ousine sen-ice, dinner and a
show in Sacramento.
Poet, Author, Essayist to
come to Stockton
Nikki Giovanni, one of
America's most widely read
living poets will be at the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall on
Februan 17. Free admission
to all for this event. ASUOP
Presents is proud to have
Giovanni speak at Pacific to
challenge and inspire the
campus and community
through her blisteringly
political, angry, funny, lyri
cal, and blunt poetry.
Following the event will be a
reception and a book sign
ing.
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Pacific Family Camp applications now available
Camp offers alternative to routine summer jobs for students at Pacific
THE PACIFICAN
Does the thought of work
ing with your dad in the
family business for the fifth
summer in a row, or (heaven
forbid) at the mall make your
stomach turn? Are you tired
of fluorescent lights and
manufactured air? Does the
thought of another three
months in the Valley make
you want to jump in the
levee? If so, read on, there is
a solution!
How does five weeks in
the
beautiful
Sierra
Mountains, the opportunity
to meet distinguished UOP
alumni, and earn money
with
minimal expenses
sound to you? What about
the chance to excersise your

individual talents, rather
than punch buttons or stare
at a computer screen? How
would you like to spend
your
summer
hiking,
singing, performing skits,
and dabbling in arts and
crafts? What about spending
your time with people your
own age who will become
lifelong friends? Sound too
good to be true? Well it's not!
It's Pacific Family Camp!
Pacific
Family Camp
(PFC) is a five-week program
where UOP alumni and fac
ulty from all three campuses,
along with their friends and
families, gather to enjoy a
week of bonding and fun
amidst the scenic Sierra
mountains. PFC is held at the
historic Feather River Inn in

Plumas County which is
about an hour north of
Truckee. The Inn is a camp
and conference center owned
operated
by
the
and
University. The Inn consists
of one main lodge surround
ed by rustic cabins. On the
facility's 100 acres, you will
find a nine-hole golf course,
sand volleyball courts, a
swimming pool, tennis court,
and a half court gymnasium.
There are over a hundred
rivers and small lakes within
a thirty mile radius of the Inn
as well.
PFC is designed to satisfy
the needs of every family
member by offering pro
grams in arts and crafts,
sports, and nature exploring
regardless of skill or experi-

Job Fair: Beginning of reality

ence level. PFC staff consists charge of an adult activity
of a talented adult adminis depending
on
vouj
tration staff of UOP alumni strengths and interests.' Vou
and Faculty, as well as a stu will also participate in
dent staff of enthusiastic and putting together all camp
energetic UOP students who evening activities with other
serve as camp counselors.
staff
members.
Some
In case you haven't caught favorite camp activities
on yet, this is where you fit include: morning sing, hike
in. PFC is now hiring coun day, theme dinner, campfires
selors for Summer 1999! and the ever popular
Wait. I know what you are "Coffee House" complete
thinking: sounds great, but with live counselor-provid
what is camp really like? Will ed entertainment. This is
I have to take cold showers, only a small sample of the
eat bologna sandwiches many activities available to
three times a day, and take a campers.
swimming test in a murky
Pacific Family Camp is
manmade lake? Not at all! As looking for staff members
a counselor, you will spend who are willing to work as a
most of the day working in team, who have a keen sense
your assigned area, either of responsibility and self
with a children's group, or in
See Camp, page 11

SCOTT SHAPIRO
Guest Writer

This is a tremendous your particular expertise at
opportunity to meet with the moment. If you make a
company representatives in good impression, they may
The recently combined an informal set
either remember
Career
and
Internship ting. It will give
you for positions
"...finding
Center would like to wel you a chance to
that open after
come all returning students "mix,
mingle, employment is the Fair, or give
back to campus from our and chat" with
becoming a
you the option
new base of operations in
of
"getting your
harsh
reality
for
the main gym (across the
foot in the door"
street from the finance cen variety of careers
most Seniors."
in a slightly difter).
and they will be
™ferent
capacity.
With spring upon us, and available to answer your
There
is
also
campus
graduation right around the questions. It is also a great
recruiting
interviews
start
corner, finding employment networking opportunity to
ing
February
20,
but
sign
is becoming a harsh reality meet contacts in companies
ups
must
be
completed
bv
for most seniors. With this that you would like to work
the Feb 17.
in mind, the Career and with even if they are not
This opportunity is not
Internship Center would looking for someone with
See Job Fair, page 11
like to urge students of all
majors to attend the second
annual
Career
and
Internship Fair on February
16th in Spanos Center. The
Fair is free but there is a
required orientation that
On the Miracle Mile"
must be scheduled with the
since 1912
Career
and
Internship
Center before you will be
admitted.
Order early,
This year's Fair has over
100 representatives from
ONLY 4 more days
various industry leaders;
Anderson
Consulting!
until Valentine's Day
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. and
Order by Telephone
Raytheon Systems are very
Mastercard
interested in recruiting UOP
2001 Pacific Ave.
Visa
students for positions.
Stockton, Ca 95204
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Stage of "Dreams"
Oberon's mischievous fairy
servant, mistakes identity
THEATRE ARTS
and casts love spells that set
A dream is the atmos the plot in motion.
This production of "A
phere
director
Jeffrey
Night's
Ingman is creating in the Midsummer
University of the Pacific's Dream" is anything but tra
upcoming production of "A ditional. It is fractured, like
Midsummer
Night's a dream. The style of move
Dream." Ingman's goal is ment is full of energy and
to send the audience into acrobatic in nature, yet pre
ethereal delight during the cise in connection to the
Ingman takes the
production. "A Midsummer text.
physical
movement that
Night's Dream" is the story
about three separate king- occurs in everyday life and
heightens it
d o ms ,
b e y o n d
e a c h A Midsummer Night's Dream
reality.
o v e r Long Theatre
A
whelmed
Midsummer
in their February 19,20,26,27
8:00 PM
N i g h t ' s
o w n
5:00 PM
Dream" will
s t r u g  February 21,28
the
send
gles. The
audience
into
a
fantasy
first and highest is Oberon
and
Titania's
domain, world beginning Friday,
which lies in the stars. The February 19 and continuing
second is the earthly palace February 20, 21, 26, 27, and
of Theseus and Hippolyta 28. Friday and Saturday
under whose reign live four performances are at 8:00
young lovers. The king p.m. and Sunday perfor
dom of simpletons, known mances are at 5:00 p.m
as the mechanicals, makes Performances take place in
the newly remodeled Long
up the third world.
In this Shakespeare clas Theatre at UOP's South
sic, the four lovers and a Campus. Tickets are $12 for
group of dysfunctional General Admission and $6
mechanicals have their for students, seniors, anc
world turned upside down faculty, and can be obtained
in hilarious chaos as a result through the UOP Box Office
of a conflict between Titania at 946-2UOP
Oberon.
Puck,
and

JEPARTMENT OF

ATTENTION UOP
STUDENTS!
REACH OUT AND READ
SAN JOAQUIN needs you f
3ur pediatric literacy program is looking for
enthusiastic volunteers to read to children in
he waiting rooms ot local health care facilities.
hmmum commitment of only one hour per week
' t raining provided
*Flexible hours to accomodate your school schedule
*l'un. rewarding experience
*Great resume builder
*Perfect opportunity for education students, or
anyone who loves children and books

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
KIRSTEN LEE AT 937-8143
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who will also be staying for
a question and answer ses
Continued from page 10
sion at 12:00-1:30 in the Pine
just for juniors and seniors. Room on the following day.
There are many internship Students interested in this
opportunity are strongly
positions available as well.
The Washington Center, a encouraged to attend.
To find out more about
non-profit
independent
educational
institution, this or any on campus
places students in all majors recruiting interviews call us
from art to biochemistry to at 946-2316 or stop by our
finance, in summer- or new offices to schedule an
semester-long internships in appointment.
the nation's capitol. They
will be sending a represen
tative to the Fair on Feb 16,

Job Fair

Camp.

Continued from page 10

confidence, and who are
ready for a great adventure.
This a perfect opportunity
for Education, Art, Sports
Science and Music majors,
for it will offer hands-on
experience in those fields.
When hiring student staff,
we look for people who dis
play outgoing personali
ties,enthusiasm and initia
tive. We seek truly interest
ing and accomplished peo
ple with diversified and
unique backgrounds.
If all this information has
sparked your interest, and
makes the haunting "What

are you going to do with
your summer?" question
seem a little less scary, apply
to be a part of this Pacific
tradition.
Application packets are
available in the ASUOP
office, the 5th floor of Burns
Tower in the Alumni Office,
and the Career Center.
Applications are due by
February 17 in the Alumni
Office, and interviews will
be scheduled at that time.
Interviews start the week of
February 22. If you have any
questions
contact
the
Alumni Office 946-2391.
Don't let your summer go to
waste!

Greek Life
A

Delta Gamma

B
X
A
p

9*
T
£

The
ladies of
Delta Gamma would
like to congratulate
al of our new members. We are excited
to kick the semester
off with such an
awesome
bunch.
You ladies rock!!!

A

B
x
^
p
11

^
T
£

H ' Z A T E ^ r K A

All
professional or
social
fraternities may
submit to Greek
Life.
Send entries by
e-mail to:
metro&thepacifican.com

THINK!

SUMMER
Lower

Tuition •

Great

Housing Options • Fun Activities

1999 UOP SUMMER SESSIONS
Preliminary course schedule now
available for review
Contact
Your Faculty Advisor • Registrar's Office
• Summer Sessions Office, McConchie Hall

946-2424
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LARA ZAMAN^
CALENDAR EDITOR

Thursday
Concert with the
Conservatory
of Music
F e b ruary 11, 1999
8:00 pm

Spanos Concert

2:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets

Black History Month

Hall

Dr.
Randall
Kennedy
speaks on "The Dilemas of
Racial Classification"
4:00 pni

Saturday
Monday
February 13, 1999 Feb r u ary IS, 1999

McGeorge Law of
School

Friday
February 12, 1999
Black History Month
Dr. Randall Kennedy speaks
on Faculty Colloquium"
12:00 noon

McGeorge Law of
School

Women's Basketball
with Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo
7:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets

Spanos Center

This kid's
got a record!

946-21 u

with UC Santa
Barbara
Spanos Center

Black History Month

Men's tennis with Cal

African
American Poly San Luis Obispo
Chamber of Commerce 1.00 pm
Hal Nelson Tennis
Business Seminars
Courts
8:30 am- 4:00 pm

Bechtel Center

Tuesday
Sunday
February 16, 1999
February 14, 1999
Morris Chapel Services
Catholic Mass
9:30 am
Ecumencial Service
11:00 am

Women's Basketball

Tuesday World Forum
with Professor Arturo
Giraldez

Historic Perspectives on
Globalization"
call 946-2650

Bechtel International
Center

Spring & Summer

EMPLOYMENT

"SS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT

Eo profit sharing
Eo stock options,
let, you won't
find better
benefits anywhere.

'HI 800-WE PREVENT.
II send you a free booklet
M*> sypoort programs
i-omownity thai k^ep kids
crime and crime ,TWOV

are you willing to go to make a difference'

Information Meeting Next Week!
February 16 at 7:30 pm
McCaffrey Center Theatre
eeo/A*.*..

www.peacecorps.gov » 1-800-424-6530

.CALENDAR
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Black History Month

tnsong

Dr. Gaye Walton Price
speaks on "African Queens"
12:00 pm- 1:00 pm

liSpm

|| are welcome

llorris Chapel
j,ace
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Bechtel Center

Corps

Lformation Meeting
10- 9:00 pm
Ml 1-800 424- 8580 for
[ore information
JlcCaffrey Center
theatre

TK«n swal «m tmm Tu4u> Jt kml h«<

Men's Basketball with
CSU Fullerton

To submit event to The
Lara Zamansky at:
Nendar@thepacifican.com

77ie

7:00 pm
call 946-2UOP

Spanos Center

CMusun^uuc-,1 uii
Opinion

Pacif

Website

»n>I'

B<*1
w»toc|M«a
a I tMM COM**
(MM« C«l Polr(Maim «?
ffi lolUClMBaitu

• Talk back on our Weekly
Poll

T*s»(KF# 5 JB* We»o I I
rlaandivay Mates* Us* W i iv t—I
Bsach !«*» G ( m ^ i K u t a ™ ~
tiMOiuc noa OOP n* to
Mccad (tar* a «•
Divmm of tv ww CoalMMn •«!
'JCBB (IK) n«ta W to Spare* OtMi iepoa* » tofty Aie-

• Get fresh content that
didn't make the deadline

Ttemason ran count b* bfcssatgs fotgsto* to ItMiand HOfteantt
worn* Hs oov ha# to nor vtas by a ImMC -oreh at UOf
(ITO-lMl sraoort totscjpa##* totoRMtcoarhDvkKdwa** ti

• View past articles in the
archive

Spoi1»-

Classifieds

liUi Giovanni gives a
tec talk
110 pm
laye Spanos Concert
la'M

\?ttifican Calendar, email

r»Wn % HM

V/s/'f f/ie new

Team gives hoops lessons

Wednesday
February 17,
1999

Thursday
february 18, 1999

f? p*cific

43 YEARS of QUALITY

uionmt fFrex/t

Help Wanted
ustomer Aquisition p/t, f/t $8/hr+bonus. Flex hours. Call eves (209)
578-5956 5pm to 7pm. Don or leave message.
P/T accounting major needed for a nationally recognized company.
Somewhat flex hours. Needs to be taking higher division courses.
$6.50/hr. Call Elvera. (209) 952-4333.
Summer Management Positions Now hiring high-achieving students for |
managerial position, which through training, support, effort & integrity
results in personal & professional growth. Avg. earnings $9200.
www.varsitystudent.com 1 -800-295-9675.

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from thr Bone

From the Ram.It to Us
San Francisco's Best MjmburgCf
We use 100% ground fresh chuck.
The livestock is led the purest
natural feeds without the use ol
growth hormones or sntibiotics

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fmh Herhs

Barbequcd Beef Sandwich
C*^ f fia IKatU

tWrooms
Irt

• VJces
|'°«>V9pa

*r*«!XS*T)

X

&« « i L t o n

Best Value!
Best Location!!

xocmtco
em

Student and Faculty Special!

1%^. JhJxN.

FINE MB0CAN CUISINE
Vw 'MMu •tareiu OI« (.ilir.a<
DMiap • n*r*i

WV\

Internet Access

HlfcNreTl Km

Tvvvv

s

>
v
»
v
v
v

1

Local 56k access
• A
r7iS./,n®
FREE Software
.^k
FREE Internet Book
y
SO %LiI up tec!
J
10 Megs Web Space
Toll-free Tech Support
30 Money Back Guarantee
www.inreach.com • 800-446-7322 • info^'inreach.com
^

from our Wmd Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand nil Apple
Smoked Bacon

Sew Sirring

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Nam Sirring

Fresh Deep Fried Blue

SAN FELIPE
6RILL

Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

STOCKTON'S ONLY

Salads

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade

We onlv use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork .
Their feed is a sweet eranola of com and grains...
The old fashioned way.

Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream

Drive Thru Espresso

• World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Asada (grilled steak)
• Camitas (roast pork)
Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane)
We accept ATM & major credit cards

FRESH

•

NATURAL

•

NO LARD

"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ATM. VISA. Dwrmt & MnnH'eiA
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ACIMCAX
The Pacifican is currently accepting applications for an
"Interim Opinion Editor".
Qualifications include, prior journalistic experience,
coursework in journalism and/or political science, and
leadership skills.
Duties include opinion article assignment and section
production.
This position will be filled ASAP. To apply pickup an
application in our office on the third floor of Hand Hall.

MATH*ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Lyrical

am involved witn. uy inauing

my way through a series of
work, I create a path to inves
almost obsolete, but still used, tigate and understand myself
particularly as a last resort in and the world" She creates
"desperate situations. The patterns to show her point of
text inscribed onto the encaus view, looking for depth and
tic (ancient) paintings is at richness as she builds up the
play with the sensuous, subtly surface of the work. "My col
colored and textured surfaces ors are earthy and rich, show
of the work.
ing my affinity to nature," she
Carl Dal ton says, Painting said.
is a mysterious process that I
Dalton lives and works in
continued from page 12

Benicia and
the Santa

n P-"u m art kentei
is free and open to the
The Reynolds Galler

ed in the Art Center,
Monday - Friday, 8 3(
4:30 p.m.,
weeker
appointment.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING*BUSINESS ANALYSI!

EC
w^'vnhffvi
When
level of teThnolAnd that's the
Company comDosIdtf'f** ts^nolo9ico1 superpower-Raytheon Systems
m0,°r }®^hnologreol giants-. Raytheon Electronic
Systems Raytheon F S
The n e w T 'S y S * e m s 0 n d " A i r £ r 0 / ' looking for enqineers who
<"» '* T'n? f®chnof°gythe
And we re
,0 pysh
Make their mark
°
Break new ground.
level. 4o1hate1t tl'ht NtthChn0!°9>,~and yowr career-to the highest possible
exciting opportunities
college career fair If v«t

v*

iTi Roy'heon Systems Company and the
available. Plan on visiting our booth a* your

CtaW, rOBo. 6502,6,

• £-™H:reSOmeCoVayjobs com

I
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Top Ten
Top ten signs your
Valentine is really a
stalker
10) They promise to take
you out after the pesky FBI
search has been called off
9) They shaved "I love
you" into the fur of your
pet
8) They bought out See's

®$iss

Candies so that your name
rfrr wonderland is here and lashing its glory all about campus. Rain, wind, clouds and classes have all changed stuIt life making way for the metamorphasis of the new semester at Pacific. A student's view of Hand Hall, home of the
Wean, offers a look at the beauty of this campus with its brick buildings laced with ivy and hidden by winter trees.

Editor

of seeing the same
teams play hoops on
If you
VOU'VP
CMT a
A
ve got
hon now you can get
game and play with
t any Division I hoop

•AA Final Four 99 is in
and 989 Sports has
hes a winner. And
K'hat, Tiger fans? The
ne*s of all is your
'« Orange and Black is
* game! Complete with
n°s Center look-alike
D/"ew logo (sorry no
, n included). So toss
three-pointers
' °- 22 (collegiately
games cannot use
real
' .
names but the
P lon allows you to
f^hoopsters).
| - awesome playa[njs ? ^ collegiate
ho*.,0 choose from
I Ts'M lce as many as EA
L March Madness 99)
» $ ijL50"!6 fantastic feaj t t,,e cherry picking,
and even a
man
eter that fires up

the home crowd effecting the
outcome of the game. The
touch shooting allows for a
realistic feel of a player's
shot. Each player has a sweet
spot depending on how
good of a shooter he is.
989 Sports even recruited
the likes of Paul Pierce,
Robert
Horry,
Jerry
Stackhouse and other former
collegiate stars for multiple
player motion capture. The
result is gameplay that is
more silky smooth than a
between the legs crossover
(which you can do!).
ESPN's Quinn Buckner
calls the play-by-play and
even disses a team when
they make a bonehead play.
Attention to detail is so spe
cific in the game, that play
ers clean off their shoes or
stretch while another player
shoots free throws.
Team fight songs and
chants, coaches pacing the
sidelines, full stat tracking,
multiple camera angles - its
all in there! Or skip a Season
and play a Tournament
where you are on the
Selection Committee and
you pick the 64!

7) Your Valentine card
reads "Be mine or die"

rial Four arrives
fOLTON

will be on every item

6) Their last Valentine's
day was bad after their
significant other disap
peared mysteriously
5) Unlike Cupid, they fol
low you around with an
actual bow and arrow
4) They have a collection of

2
i*
CL

framed restraining orders
with your name on them
3) Their personalized
license plate: STALKER
2) The 2000 roses sent to
your work are not to be

Fluid gameplay and monstrous options highlight Final Four 99.
If you want to take
Wofford into the Top 25 and
have three All-Americans
including the national player
of the year, now you can. If
you think UOP can run the
table against top teams like
Duke and UConn, you can
schedule the games!
Despite unrealistic shot
blocking and extremely high
full court shots (the ball

stays up there for days) the
game is well put together
and provides hours of enter
tainment.
Pick up 989 Sports' NCAA
Final Four 99 and decide if
you have what it takes to
earn
that
scholarship.
Otherwise, you'll be dancing
all by yourself in March!

out done by the 5000 bal
loons at home
1) They contend that
restraining orders don't
matter if you really love
somebody
Compiled by The Pacifican

,
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Papapavlo's: A Greek taste
HOLLY CACCIAPAGLIA
Staff Writer

My family and I have gone
to Papapavlo's since we
moved to Stockton. I don't
know of too many other
places in Stockton where they
serve good Greek food, or any
Greek food for that matter. I
think this is why Papapavlo's
does so well. Since I have
lived here, they have expand
ed the restaurant and added a
bar and a banquet room.
Every time 1 go to
Papapavlo's there is usually
some kind of wait and a table
of at least eight formally
dressed high school or college
students. 1 always find this
interesting because my occa
sional visits to Papapavlo's
enable me to keep up with the
current formal wear fashioas.
Although not entirely impor
tant to me, it is entertaining at
the least. My point being, this

is a nice place to have dinner if
you were dressed up for some
other reason, or if you just
wanted to take your boyfriend
or girlfriend out for a nice din
ner. Which is your little warn
ing that prices are kind of high.
To start our meal my friend
and I tried my beloved
bruschetta ($3.95). Now, if you
still haven't tried bruschetta
this would be a good place to
do it because it was excellent.
Being a connoisseur of
bruschetta myself, that means
a lot.
For our entrees, 1 ordered
the chicken pomodoro ($12.95)
and my friend tried the gyros
plate ($9.95). Both come with a
Greek dinner salad, seasoned
veggies and pita bread. The
gyros also come with rice pilaf.
My chicken pomodoro was
very tasty and I had so much
left over that it actually turned
into three meals for me. I was
very happy with the choice I

made. On the contrary,
although she enjoyed the taste,
my eating companion thought
that along with the increased
price there was also a decrease
in the serving size. Perhaps she
just made the wrong choice. I
suppose if you had never been
to Papapavlo's before, being
disappointed by the hypothet
ical decrease in serving size
wouldn't be an option.
Papapavlo's has an exten
sive wine list and several
choices for dessert. My friend
ordered the rice pudding,
because it's the best in town,
and 1 tried the chocolate
mousse cake with Oreo crust
that they offered that night.
Both desserts were incredible.,
Of course, they also serve your
basic baklava and Greek cook

ies.

If you haven't tried
Papapavlo's before, give it a
shot, it just might turn out to
be your favorite restaurant.

Varsity Blues a let down
MELISSA DURKIN
Staff Writer

"Varsity Blues"
- Drama
Starring: James Van Der
Beek, Jon Voight, Amy
Smart, Paul Walker, Scott
Caan, Ali Larter, Ron
Lester, Eliel Swinton
Directed by: Brian Robbins
Rating: R
Duration: 103 minutes

Rating: **
If you're from a small town,
you can probably identify
with"Varsity Blues." If you
enjoy the intensity of football
and the caricature of reckless
high school life, you can also
probably identify with it.
This movie is set in the small
Texan town of West Canaan.
John "Mox" Moxen (Van Der
Beek) describes how, "As a boy
growing up in West Canaan,
you never question the sancti
ty of football, it's win at all
costs."
This year. Bud Kilmer
(Voight) is looking to capture
his 23rd district championship,
and he's willing to do anything
to get it (like urge players to

take drugs for injuries).
Kilmer is like a God in West
Canaan. The players, the
townsfolk, even the law offi
cials fear and obey him.
The drama begins when
Lance is injuresd and can't fin
ish the season. It's now Mox's
time to play and become the
hero of the very game he
despises. But Mox likes the
attention he receives and the
power he wields. He starts to
call his own plays, visit strip
bars, and incite general rebel
lion amongst other players.
The ending? I won't give it
away. But, to my dismay, the
"big moment" does make its
debut. It's another melodra
matic episode I could have
done without. But, "Varsity
Blues" is not exactly formulaic,
which wins points with me.
The characters are multi
dimensional. I especially like
that Lance is not the "jerk" star
quarterback and Mox is not
overly-admirable.
The strengths of this movie
rest with Voight's performance
and the short, reflective scenes
of the kids. Voight plays a ter
rible coach, his demeanor and
facial expressions discharge

detestability. He is excellent as
the villain. He even displays
depth at the end of the film
when he's rejected by his play
ers.
I enjoyed the moments of
"Varsity Blues" when the
stereotypical "loose" cheer
leader realizes her promiscu
ous lifestyle isn't the way to
"get out" of West Canaan.
And when Mox questions
whether football success or an
ivy league school is the future
for him.
Attempts at comedy mani
fest in Mox's younger broth
er's obsession with religion; in
the high school Sex Ed teacher
who stops where the football
players visit; and in Billy Bob,
the gluttonous lineman who
has a pig for a pet.
A lot of this film may reflect
real-life scenarios, I just hope
they teach a lesson instead of
glorify the behavior. Robbins
makes this movie satirical, but
I wonder if that will be appar
ent.
"Varsity Blues" is worth see
ing if you enjoy this genre and
identify with a small town.
But, overall, this film is only
slightly entertaining.

THF
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King's 'Bag' is goli
LINDSAY GRIMES
Staff Writer

Title: Bag of Bones
Author: Stephen King
Publisher: Scribner S60
Pages; 560
Pike; $28.00
The title of Stephen King's
latest novel, "Bag of Bones", is
drawn from a Thomas Hardy
quote — "the most brilliantly
drawn character in a novel is
but a bag of bones". In this
first novel under King's new
multi-million dollar contract
with Scribner, he explores the
haunted horrors of yet another
small town in Maine through
the eyes of a writer with one
serious case of writer's block.
The story begins when
writer, Michael Noonan,
embarks on a journey to his
summer home in the hope of
decoding the peculiar secrets
that have begun popping up
since his wife's death (which
marked the beginning of his
writer's block). His home,
Sara Laughs, is named after an
old town blues singer who
lived in the house decades
before - and takes on quite a
life of its own. In addition to
trying to overcome a several
year-long writer's block and
attempting to uncover his
wife's
secrets,
Noonan
becomes
inadvertently
involved in a custody battle
between an attractive young
widow (Mattie Devore) and
her tycoon father-in-law,
whose legendary power is
unfathomable in more ways
than one. As the stakes

PiotC^
/int Atonal
565 E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534

j

10% OFF

All Orders For February fj
I
With UOP l.D.

Send A Real Valentines Treat

an

Flowers
From:

Pioli's

become higher, the plot
course) becomes thicker
Sara Laughs becomes less
less a happy place.
Noonan winds up a
player in the terrifying di*
ery of a story that took p
over a hundred years bef<
a story beyond horrifying,
deeply intertwined and i
unfolding plots are da
Stephen King. The gripj
novel is chock-full of the p
liar pop culture tidbits am
erary quotes that pepper a
King's fiction. The frigh
enough to keep you
nights- which shouldn't I
surprise to anyone who's r
a Stephen King chiller bet
In his latest work, the ma
of original fright broaches 1
in a way that none of his
ty nine novels have
dared. In what he tags
haunted love story," King
remains true to his fear e\
ing tradition. Even after all
pages, I was truly sad to
the end of such an enthral
story and to have to say go
bye to its enchanting and I
rifying characters. Read
now!

Message in a Bottle - P
Daily: (1:40.2:20,4:30.5:05)
7:10,7:50.10:00

Early Shows Fri-Mon: (I I w.
l' aril^Show Fri-Sun: lOjOgL

Rushmore-R

M

Daily: (2US.* ™) '
n
Early Show Fri-Mon:(I2JJ.
Payback - R
Daily: (2:05.2:35,4:45. Sri)
7:15,7:45.9:45.10:15
..
7:15,7:45.9:40.
_ . Shows_ Fri-Mon.
c-: Mon (I"
I u
Early
J
I2:f"
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DIVA: A Profile of Madonna

IKRAM KHASIM
|staff Writer

"A diva means lots of
I things- I mean a diva could
^ a derogatory thing or a
positive thing...just a miss
thing- Some people think
diva's a bitch...a grandam,
you know, a goddess. And
yes I do think I am, all of
| those things."
In these few sentences,
I Madonna sums up her char
acter, career, and life. Yes,
she is truly a diva, and
quoting
what
Norman
Mailer once said, "our
| greatest
living
female
| artist." She is the mother of
reinvention, morphing her
image
faster
than
a
chameleon can change its
color. From being sexually
provocative to ethereally
pure, Madonna has done it
all. She isn't necessarily the
greatest singer (someone
actually said she sounded
like Minnie Mouse on heli
um in her early days), but
she is a remarkable per
former...onstage and off
stage.
Madonna Louise Veronica
Ciccone was born August
16, 1958 in Bay City,
Michigan. She was the third
child of eight in a traditiona' Italian Catholic family
(although her strict Catholic
upbringing did not deter
"er from becoming the
antithesis of the ideal,
*'"°lesome, and virginal
Catholic girl later in her
' )• Her mother, Madonna
ortir^ Ciccone, (who she

was named after) died at
the young age of 30 from
breast cancer. Madonna was
only six when she died,
leaving her father Sylvio in
charge of the children.
In school, she was a
straight-A student and a
cheerleader. Her dancing
skills earned her a scholar
ship to the University of
Michigan, but she dropped
out, packed her suitcase of
leotards and toe shoes, and
bought a one-way ticket to
New York City in 1977. She
set down in Times Square
with only $35 to her name.
Her success was not
achieved
overnight.
Working at a donut shop,
modeling nude, and earning
a spot with the Alvin Ailey
Dance Troupe lead her to
her big break: getting a con
tract with Sire Records with
her
first
single
"Everybody." From then on,
success was on her side. Her
eponymous debut (aptly
titled "Madonna") arrived
in 1983. Like A Virgin
(1983), True Blue (1984),
Who's That Girl (1987), You
Can Dance (1987), Like A
Prayer
(1989),
I'm
Breathless (1990), and The
Immaculate
Collection
(1990) followed suit.
It was in 1992 that
Madonna decided to take
the word "exposure" a little
more seriously. Her X-rated
book, titled Sex, was sold
out instantly. The book con
tained her explicit sexual
fantasies...in writing and in
pictures. The album Erotica

was released soon after, and
as the title suggests, carried
a
similar
theme.
Controversy was her mid
dle
name...and
she
absolutely loved it.
In time, she realized that
her sexual expose left her a
little
"overexposed."
Wondering to what extent
she would go to on her next
album, her audience was in
for a surprise when she
came out with Bedtime
Stories...an album of sensu
al tunes penned by the likes
of Babyface and Dallas
Austin. Her comeback for
Sex and Erotica was in the
song "Human Nature," in
which she sings "And I'm
not sorry/ It's human
nature."
In 1996, Madonna landed
her biggest onscreen role in
Alan Parker's "Evita." Up
to this stage in her life, her
film career was far from sat
isfying: "I don't think I'm a
bad actress. I think I've been
in a lot of bad movies." Her
astonishing portrayal of the
Argentinean legend Eva
Peron won her a Golden
Globe for Best Actress in a
Musical or Comedy.
Madonna's relationships
never lasted very long. In
1995, she married actor Sean
Penn, but divorced him four
years later. She had flings
with Warren Beatty and
supposedly
Sandra
Bernhard, but neither last
ed. She finally found the
love of her life during her
transformation from "mate
rial girl" to "maternal

Iff

Madonna, the Mother of Reinvention turns divine.
woman." Her daughter,
Lourdes Maria Ciccone
Leon, was born on October
14, 1996...with a little help
from Carlos Leon, her then
personal trainer.
Her 1998 album, "Ray of
Light," reflects the drastic
changes she has under
gone...physically and men
tally. She has turned spiri
tual, integrating Hinduism
and Jewish mysticism in her
music and life. A track in
the
album
("Shanti/
Ashtangi") has her singing
a Yoga Taravali mantra in

ancient Sanskrit, and anoth
er
("Drowned
World/
Substitute
for
Love")
explains why she "traded
fame for love." She also
turned 40 in 1998: "Now
that
I
am
grown/
Everything's changed/ I'll
never be the same," she
sings in "Nothing Really
Matters."
As a legendary work in
progress, it can be said that
Madonna Ciccone revolu
tionized
the
word
"Diva"...she is the capital
"D."

Star Rating Key
D

• = If You Must
•• = Not Too Bad
••• = Pretty Good
•••• = Excellent
••••• = Can't Live Without

A&E web navigator

IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer

Now Serving in IJncoln Center

p S Black History Month! Here are some exceptional sites showcasing Black History:
r'adelphia Online <http: / /hompphillynews.com /packages /history / >
during a biography of Nelson Mandela and close-ups on Cecil B. Moore, Dr. Martin Luther
ind Toni Morrison.

1 NBC <http://www msnbc.com/news/BHM Front.asP>
/,a'ir'"S links to various Microsoft and NBC sites.
Fe EWALK <http://sai-ifrancisco.sidpwalk.com/link/39371>
J,!events and places of interest in the Bay Area.

.
EVr

NORM chttp: / /www.thenorm.com /bhm97.html>
'S',W ^'st °f

10

everything African-American!

NCYCL°iveD|a BRITANNICA <http: / /blackhistnrv.eb.com/>

fff^fing

a

timeline, eras in Black History, and articles of encyclopedic proportions!

Since l«Ct»

Outstanding San Francisco Italian
Continental Cuisine
Chart roiled Steaks, Fresh Fb»!i k
Seafood, Veal. Chicken k Pasta
Dishes, IIus Sauteed Delights
Dailv Specials • Cocktail Lounge
Plenty of Parking

'LUNCH Mon. - Sat from 11:00 AM DINNER
7 days a week
ML236 Lincoln Center » 951-2980

f
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The
Junior
Mint

Horoscopes

Gemini

Cancer

You just
own now.
ay to do
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Libra
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Scorpio
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career.

Sagittarius
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letion of
one projec
bet is to
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It's still a
time of acci
•nt.
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21) Keep 3$
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A close
ld;the unexpected
i-loving
mood,
feep yourself constru
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Capricorn
(December.22dp January 19) It
seems the,
be on saving no'
epending.
Howev<
;dod intere
tions, thi
unexpected expendii
crop up.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

Ryan passed out in jail.
Eric and Lucas faced off
Jake and Gillian teamed up over Sami. Stefano promised
to destroy David. Liza unin to whisk "Gina" back to
tentionally watched Dixie Europe. Ali invited her
talk about illness on tape— mother and Mike to her din
she told Tad. Dimitri told ner party. Carrie remained
Brooke he still had feelings stuck in the elevator. Vivian
for Erica.
set a trap for Stefano.

The Pacifican is
looking for neiv
zvriters. Call 946-2115
for information.
Gregory Vietz
Owner

YiiTm's
COCKTAILS

Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor

Stockton's Best Kept Secret
Tues: $1 tequilla shots
Wed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud's
Party on the Weekends!!
(209) 941-4272
1328 E. Harding Way • Stockton. CA 95205

fit

(February 19 to March 20)
Unexpected'"3evefil<B.ments in
business t
•.a change
-4yow. Try,
in other,?
though, to
attention
possible tof
f family.

February 18)
meet with
yourself
you're
heart

(May
don't w,
Still, yoi
your
the lives
around you.

Aries

Pisces

Aquarius

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

In a recent discovery I
have found that ski pants
can be worn both right-side
in and inside out and near
ly look the same. I don't
recommend skiing with
them like this. However, it
is possible to wear them to
dinner and have no one
notice for at least an hour or
two, and even then it's not
totally obvious. I guess
what gives it away is the
feet that the lining of the
pocket is seen and the actu
al pocket is not. But who
notices things like that any
way?
Everytime 1 go out for
fast food 1 ponder whether
or not to drive-through or
to go inside and order. In
other words, what's faster?
Lately, I have gone to the
drive-through, but the
speaker system is so poor
that the person working
usually gets my order
wrong.
What's the deal with the
brown water coming out of
the tap? I am not particu
larly bothered by this
obscenity because I drink
bottled water. But what
about when you take a
shower in this liquid sedi
ment that spouts from the
shower head? You might as
well roll in the mud.
Never have I been to a
basketball game where the
intensity was so high as it
was at last week's game
against UCSB.
Jason
Williams' shot tying the
game at the buzzer was
unbelievable. Regardless of
the fact that we lost, the
game was probably the best
I have ever seen here at
Pacific. I don't want to steal
away anything
from
"Colton's Corner" but
props to the fens, props to
the pep band (especially
Chavonta) and to the team.

The Pacificiv

General
Hospital

The Young and
the Restless

Carly and Jason consid
ered fleeing with Michael to
prevent A.J. from taking cus
Carly
comforted
tody.
Bobbie
who
mourned
Ruby's death. Stefan con
fronted Katherine over her
affair with Nikolas.

Brad and Jack continued
to get control of Newman
Enterprises. Mary and Ruth
talked and got insight on
each other and Carl. Jack
reassured his feelings for
Diane. A1 took another step
to get Cassie back for Alice.

Come spend
ome fun evenings
at RED LOBSTER.
Wednesday nights , join
in on our KARAOKE.
(from 8pm lo 12am)
Red Lobster
2283 W. March In
Stockton Ca. (473-2420)

IMil.
WE HAVE NEW TIGER LOGO SWEATSHIRTS
AND T-SHIRTS! HURRY, LIMITED SUPPLY!!

ESSAY CONTEST:
Essays should be 150
typed words or less.
Submit essays to Leslie
Cox at the Athletic
Marketing office by
5:oo P.M. on Feb. n, 1999.

University of the Pacific
& The Women's Success Connection
offer you a chance to Wi D $500!
1ST Place $500 UOP Bookstore Credit
2ND Place $300 UOP Bookstore Credit
3RD Place $200 UOP Bookstore Credit

TOPIC: "As a young woman in America

today, what does success mean to
you and how do you hope to achieve it?"

Winners will be announced at the UOP Women's Basketball Game on Feb. 25.
Must be present to win. For more info., call 946-2702.

Come support
the UOP Women's Basketball Team
r r
ana a t t e n d t h e 1ST
Professional Women's Business Night
Thursday, February 25TH at the Spanos Center

Don't miss this
opportunity to meet and
mingle with professional
businesswomen, and

cheer on the Tigers!

Admission is $5.oo

5 : 3 0 Doors Open
5 : 4 5 Speaker-Susan Carson, owner o f oldies 100,
is the f i r s t woman in t h e country t o s t o r t , own, and
run her own radio station. She has received t h e flthena
Award & the Business Woman of the Year Award. LisJej
os Susan shares her secrets o f success.
6 : 0 0 - 7 : 0 0 Mentorship Mixer -network and moke
c o n t a c t s w i t h leading area business women, announce
ment o f winner o f essay contest and r a f f l e prizes.'
7:00-9:00 Gome -between Pacific and Boise State

[Students with valid UOP ID Free

For more information call 946-2702

ri
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Preview: Rugby

Ruggers travel to Berkele
EMILY DAVIDSON
Staff Writer

••
i
record and C
of
Jlj
plenty
injuries.
What do you get when you
"I
have
add the speed of soccer to the had two big
violence of hockey and sub i n j u r i e s , "
tract any protective gear or said Reece.
sense of humanity?
"A separat
You get rugby.
ed shoulder
The University of the and a broken
Pacific's club team led by Josh sternum. It
Giddens adheres to this equa gets brutal
tion offering a muddy and but it is real
bloody good show on ly fun."
Brookside field.
The team —The team consists of a has had a f°sh Giddens, Mike Hoffman and Zach Willoh.
mixed b u n c h of g u y s that —
slow start w
to uu^jcaauii
this season W1U1
with da we have Tlot of Scottie
played prep rugby and a set of vicious loss against Chico State
rookies who played football in University. Rookie Archie Pippens. We have guys who
would rather work with the
high school and wanted to Tingle played hooker position
team
than be the team."
continue in their search for a in the defeat.
Rugby
missed their last
major head injury. Benjie Reece
"Chico statei is
a °'
greati game on Saturday against Cal
«,*r"
is a veteran to rugby having
Wfgained
State Monterey Bay's rugby
played for six years and still l w' f K P"8
P
8
a
h
a
r
d
t e a m d u e t o injunes and
; ' ' ^' T
possessing a full set of teeth.
3
amin
Xperi
schedu,in
n
r
"
g CONFTCTS with the
"Last year was tough INRT W
ence We will never take a loss men's rush activities. This
because we only had a couple
Yjr a8ai[1' ,.
Saturday they were set to face
of guys who knew how to
The team is looking forward the University of San Francisco
play," said Reece. "This year
0JmprOVementS as their sea"
at home. Instead they will play
- w w u u uiCj'
pId
about half of our guys know .son
progresses
at
Cal Berkeley this Saturday.
how to play so it should be bet
"We have a great team this
ter."
"The game should be a
year, we are fast as hell," said
slaughter,"
said Tingle. "I can't
Pacific's last season con- Tingle. "We don't have any
cluded with a struggling 1-6 Michael Jordans on the team, wait to get some bone-crunch
ing hits against those guys."

Road trip

Continued from page 24
then nailed six free throws in
the last minute to seal an 84-76
victory.
Selena Ho and junior Eden
Palacio each hit four treys in
the game and finished with 22
and 21 points respectively. On
the boards, senior Sarah
Yarbrough pulled down eight
hoards to compliment her
eight points.
Pacific falls to 9-11 overall,
but hold strong with a 5-4 con
ference record and third place

SCR hen printing;

in the Big West Western divi
sion. This week the 'Stangs
and Gauchos are coming to the
Spanos Center to face the
upset-minded Tigers.
Selena Ho's six treys this
week have her movin' on up
the single-season top ten list
like the Jeffersons. Her .457
percentage from long distance
also ranks ninth in the country.

V

EMBROIDERY

Fart. Dependable Service
Reasonable Prices

BRING IN THIS AD AND
- RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
,0£uL|

LOCATION
WZ7 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
**•2474 FAxW^M

4 lead after three quarters.
Sacramento put in an early
goal in the fourth quarter to cut
the lead to one and then
Lumley had a goal disallowed
because he was in the crease,
which kept the Hornets in the
game.
Sacramento took advantage
of this and tied the game at 6-6
with ten minutes remaining. It
looked as if the Hornets might
have stole the momentum of
the game until junior Zach
Swanson started a fastbreak
that led to a goal by senior Eric
Shanker (one goal).
Delozier then dumped in his
fifth and six goals of the day to
put Pacific on top 9-6.
Sophomore goalie Joel Coif (13
saves) and the defense made
sure not to allow any chance of
a comeback as they secured the
Tigers first league win this sea
son and gave the Hornets their
first league loss in three years.
On Sunday Pacific played
another mudbowl this time
against CSU Hayward (0-2).
The Tigers were still pumped
after Saturday s win and kept
the intensity to beat up on
another division rival.
Pacific grabbed an early lead

on a goal from Shanker (b
goals, one assist) and never U
the Pioneers have a chance
get in the game.
Freshman Jeff Lum (tw
goals, two assists) added tw
goals to give Pacific a 3-1 lead
after the first quarter fl*
Tigers kept rolling on goals
from Cabral (three goals, four
assists) and Shanker to giVc
them a 6-1 lead at the half.
Sophomore Robbie Adam,
(two goals) scored two in th«
third quarter stretching thTigers lead. Senior Ryai
Pinkham (one goal, one assist
and junior Swanson (one goal
one assist) each got their fin
goals of the year in the secom
half as Pacific ended up win
ning 16-2.
"The midfield and defens
are playing solid and nobod)
is being selfish on offense,'
said head coach Andy Snaider
"We are really starting to come
together as a team and our
rookies are maturing which
gives us the depth to wear our
opponents down."
Pacific goes on the road for
the rest of February. This week
end to USC and Occidental.
The Tigers next home game is
Saturday Mar. 6 against
Claremont College.

e-file your taxes
www.ftb.ca.gov
or

T» »ATS. JACKETS MUGS,

F E\S. KEVCHAIN'S, AR MORE!!

Lacrosse.

Continued from page 24
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Women's Basketball

Tiger road rage
nearly upsets No. 23

Perez-Martinez 6-0, 6-1.
Barthel won on Saturday
the rain could stop against Cal Poly's Angie
r rackets. And a rack- Bagheri also.
what they made with
Senior Marcela Sanchez
tnvincing victories,
endured a three-hour battle at
ifjc spanked Idaho 8-1 the 4 spot to earn a 7-5,3-6,6tanked Cal Poly 6-0 in a 1 win against Zeljka Vidic of
I weekend wins to even Idaho. Another senior Dina
recors to 3-3. UOP Dajani, No. 2 singles, scored a
i 2-0 in Big West play,
6-3, 6-4 win over Poojah
shman Susanne Bertel, Desmukh of Idaho and a 6-0,
s No. 1 singles player 6-1 blasting of Cal Poly's
I to victories over Karen Apra. Sanchez also
u Burke of Idaho 6-2, 6- beat Cal Poly's Danielle
1 Hanna Brummett of Brandlin in three sets.
'oly 6-0, 6-1. In fact the
Diana D'Audney was
women didn't lose a dominant at No. 5 singles as
h match all weekend, was Kendra Lamb a pair of 6tiane Barthel, at No. 3 0, 6-3 triumphs over her
ited Idaho's Barbara opponents from Idaho and

Cal Poly.
Against Idaho, the UOP
No. 1 doubles team of
Sanchez and Lamb fell to
Idaho's Burke and Vidic. It
was UOP's only loss of the
entire weekend as they fell 84. D'Audney and Barthel at
No. 2 got past the Vandals
and Bertel and Dajani at No. 3
squeaked out an 8-6 victory
against Gloriana Serrano.
The doubles matches
against Cal Poly were rained
out with no makeup date nec
essary as the Tigers won all
six singles matches.
Today the Tigers travel to
face the Stanford Cardinal in
Palo Alto, one of the top
teams in the nation.

Corner_

Williams' 0.5 of a second ranked No. 23 Fresno State last
buzzer beating, in-air jumper to season.
send the Tigers' to OT tied at 46
Rash of injury
with UCSB? Credit Nathan
Chris Pond, head athletic
Davis with a perfect gourmet trainer had this to say about the
dish as he lobbed it from out of recent string of injuries for the
bounds on the baseline into the men's hoop squad, "This floor
key where the hanging (at Spanos Center) is as hard as
Williams knocked it down. Chinese arithmetic and there's
Probably the finest moment at no give to it." Perhaps its time
the Spanos Center since a regu to replace it with a floor similar
lar season whooping of a then- to the one at Stanford.

klFICAN

nued from page 24

-OP football player. He
* quickest feet on the
and probably has 4.3 or
sd. He'll spin move off a
Icr, he'll juke, or he'll just
it bum them in the open

Gauchos
® came into the Spanos

Center last Saturday night and
just wanted to win the basket
ball game more than UOP did.
It's plain and simple. No one
has come into the A.G. and
played such tenacious defense
in recent memory. UOP was
held to .276 shooting percent
age. I've never seen such a
choke in overtime.
Buzzer beatin' J
How money was Jason

THE PACIFICAN

The Tigers' road trip con
tinued last week with stops
at Cal Poly, and the always
tough
No.
23
UCSB
Gauchos.
Friday night's win at Cal
Poly was the Tigers' ninth,
equalling their win total for
all of last season. The Tigers
were absolutely en fuego,
lighting it up for a .491 shoot
ing percentage.
After the game, the
Mustangs were taken to the
burn unit of the hospital to
recover from 76-58 torching,

in which freshman Selena
Ho rung up 22 points, and
junior Chante Guggia
added 10 points and five
steals.
Sunday afternoon saw
Pacific in
the noisy
Thunderdome to take on
UC Santa Barbara's 23rdranked Gauchos. The Tigers
owned the first half, leading
the whole way and taking a
34-29 lead into halftime.
Poor free throw shooting
and early foul trouble for
Ho helped the Gauchos
claw their way back, and
See Road Trip, page 20
Around the corner
The
1999
Big
West
Tournament is right around the
corner (Mar. 3-6) in fantabulous
Reno,
Nevada.
Student
Tourney passes are very afford
able at $25 and available at the
UOP Box Office. This event is
always good times.
The
women begin on Mar. 3 with
the men's first round starting
the next day.

hang ten,
earn six

««

T~

summer s

s l o n , h aw a l l

(based on typical costs of
>, room Acredits,
Z Labout
T $2,300
3<-3UU toasea
board, books, and airfare)
I
)

out
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2 * Term

Ju'y

^
6-August 13
• toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628

Ull^S'ty of Hawai'i at Manoa, Slimmer Session

Peep* hive w*: it rutin St i Mm»w Officr. Cftw *•
<*** «
d&res Schx* fXS> <s ne fia: step nwds vecusy ,<h )s*fer a'".'Ames, pj csxw ger r.cfk*

_ _

#

KS pS* chtty the r-i'-'fes xxt rets "c
The Tew. The HntaJ.

*'****»

a K*r./v .-v.

It you think you can h*ndl« this
management course, see Captain
Wiltons at the Career Fee nest
Wednesday or call (800) W 8762

*1 AAA (o mul fnM(fUffd)rixn fltft)
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Men's Volleyball

Pacific drops two on the road
THE PACIFICAN

The Pacific men's volley
ball team had a great season
start but slipped a few
notches last weekend in two
tough
matches against
University of Southern
California (5-1) and Long
Beach State (4-0).
The Tigers first faced USC
on Friday in a 6-15, 8-15, 615 loss. Tim Jenson led the
Tiger attack against the
Trojans with 15 kills and a
.545 attack percentage. Dan
Hoefer also posted 13 kills.
The Trojans' Eli Fairfield
dominated the match with
16 kills and a .652 attack
percentage.
USC's Brook Billings and
Trevor Julian came up big

Hoops.
Continued from page 24

could be back for this week's
road trip. Barry Marvel hurt
his left ankle and heel dur
ing Saturday's game and
could be out 1-2 weeks.
Senior forward Jason
Williams hit arguably the
best shot of his career when
he caught a Nathan Davis
lob from the baseline in mid
air and nailed a jumper
before the remaining 0.5
tenths of a second expired in
regulation. Besides stupefy
ing a crowd of 4,506 and the
visiting Gauchos, he also
gave UOP some life sending
the game to overtime tied at
46.
(Davis) put it right in my
hands," said Williams (19
points) of the pass to set up
his buzzer-beater. "Just a
well-executed play."
Instead
of
swaying
momentum for Pacific, the
Gauchos' kept their defense
in high gear for the extra
frame and forward Josh
Merrill made it pay off. His
eight points in OT and 21
overall hurt the wounded
Tigers.
How tough was the
Gaucho defense?
UOP shot only .276 for the
game. Clay McKnight was
held to only three points on

with 14 and 10 kills respec
tively.
Overall USC dominated
the Tigers With 55 team
kills, a .452 attack percent
age, and 9.0 total team
blocks compared
with
Pacific's 48 kills, .155 attack
percentage, and 4.5 total
team blocks.
On Saturday Pacific wres
tled with the Long Beach
State 49ers in a 9-15, 17-16,
8-15, 7-15 drop.
The Tigers gave Long
Beach a run for their money
with Dylan Herick posting
23 kills and Darrell Dilmore
posting 22 with a .341 attack
percentage. Dan Fischer led
the Tigers in attack percent
age with .429.
The 49ers held out

though with Neil Mason
and Jim Polster posting 24
and 22 kills respectively.
Matt Prosser led the attack
percentages with .545 fol
lowed by Scott Faber with
.412.
Long Beach finished with
85 kills overall, a .302 attack
percentage, and eight total
team blocks. The Tigers
were not far behind with 80
team kills, a .244 attack per
centage, and 16 team blocks.
The Tigers (2-3) return to
the Spanos Center tonight
to face UC Santa Barbara.
The game time is 7:00 pm.
Saturday they will host Cal
State Northridge at 7 p.m. at
Delta
Junior
College.
Spanos Center is hosting
another engagement.

THE Pacio

Intramural Updatt
Now that the Spring
term is back in session our
Intramural Basketball sea
son has begun. This year
we have 6 Men's divi
sions,
2 Co-Rec divisions and
1 Women's division, com
bining for a total of 53
teams. Make sure to read
future
Pacificans
to
receive further informa
tion on specific leagues
and
teams
progress
throughout the season.
The
Intramural
Outdoor Soccer Sea:
approaching and
have already opened.
Make sure to get your
teams together so you

don't miss out on
excitment.
All entJ
must be received
February 23, at3;00pm
Reminder
to
Bowlers, the Intramu
Bowling
Toumam
entries have opened
the February 26 eveni
Pacific Avenue Bowl,
entries must be tun
into the IM office

February 24 at 3:00pm.
Entries for Intramu
Billiards on February 2
in the McCaffrey cen
are also available in
IM office. Entry for
must be completed ;
turned in by February
at 3:00pm.

l-of-10 shooting. The Tigers' and McKnight combined for peted extremely well in a 76Spanos Center is prob
first field goal came with 11.
62 dismantling of Cal Poly the toughest place to pi.
10:42 left in the first half on a
"Merrill took over in the last Thursday. The Mustangs
Pacific will hit the
Williams' put-back. The overtime," UOP head coach were held 26 points below
and
play at Cal Poly's
score was 18-18 at halftime.
Bob Thomason said. "I was their scoring average.
Gym
today at 7 p.m. an<
"We really pride our very disappointed that we
"They play at another a chance of redemptio
selves on the defense," said couldn't compete a little bet
level here," said Jabbar UC Santa Barbara
Merrill, "especially on the ter against Merrill."
Washington who led the Cal Saturday
at
road ... We knew to win this
In contrast the Tigers com Poly scorers with 21. "The Thunderdome.
game we were going to have
to play good defense."
"I played the worst possi
ble game imaginable," said
McKnight who was visibly
bothered by the loss.
Merrill's
left-handed
short runner in the lane with
2:06 left in OT nailed the
door shut for UC Santa
Barbara.
"We knew we couldn't
come in here," said UCSB
The University of the Pacific
head coach Bob Williams,
and have a three-point
Department of Religious Studi
shooting contest with UOP
proudly presents
and beat them at their
house." Merrill came up
with one of three big steals
in OT that keyed the victory,
coach Williams said.
Composer, Guitarist, Singer
Nathan
Davis, Scott
Sunday, February 21,1999
Thomason and McKnight all
':00 p.m.
"Music, Worship & Spirituality"
shined against Cal Poly on
Moms Chapel
Thursday. Thomason had a
Monday, February22,1999
career high 16 points,
9:00-11:30 a.m. " Workshop on Music & Spirituality"
McKnight
burned
the
Morris Chapel
Mustangs for 15 and Davis
wort***
had a solid game as with
2:00p.m.
Discussion with clergy. Focus on enriching
five points and eight assists.
_
Collim Hall,201 through music.
un'""i"n f'ace oaMss from Eugene, Oregon. A jazz
Paul lrLu?cfu,'J2fUl"hrb!' ""J",
Davis went for 10 points
,kt en~- "
against UCSB but Thomason
Prrfotman,. o/vg,cw> „et,
acau„ic guinr3i CMg„
array 0fAfrica„ a„g Lastn insirumenn-

February 21 & 22,19%

JIMSCOTT
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Tennis

i/olf Pack get served by Tigers IK - r

Pacific
IL
1
1
has only |if
won two
doubles
hard
knock
life
for
sa
matches in
,th an epidemic-sized their early
reak of the flu and a season.
B o t h
of crushing injuries, the
wins
were
versity of the Pacific tenleam has struggled to stay attained by
in the Big West the num
ber three
Jerence.
r
ast Saturday's win against teams with
University of Nevada con- help from
ied once again that Pacific Patel and
ull a win when things go p a r t n e r s
i
bad to worse. With three K e n g o
of their top six players sick Usui and
Ljf*
ured and the wet weath- D i e t r i c h
orcing indoor play, the Haug.
Alex Fiedler was solid at the No. 1 singles spot.
U s u i
ftrc still managed to rally 4summoned a straight set win scheduled to play in the num
over Nevada,
ehard Rishi Patel played against Nevada of 7-5 and 6-0 ber two spot but was debili
produced a key win for to defeat Jeff Rudby in the tated by the flu. Haug is a
player native German like his coach
Tigers while battling the fifth seat. Star
Alexander
Fiedler
boosted
his and teammates Peintner and
that had immobilized so
season
to
3-1
with
the
Tiger's
Fiedler.
iy of his comrades,
Haug has already risen to a
tishi showed a great deal second straight set of the day.
etermination in playing Fiedler beat Nevada's No. 1 2-1 singles season.
Senior Blandon Yee is also
day," said Baumann. player, Selim Baccar with a
injured, requiring surgery
ended up being the score of 6-2,6-2.
"I won pretty quickly, prob that may redshirt him for the
ding factor in our win."
ably
because 1 was used to season. But Pacific is looking
itel's epic match was a
••set victory against playing indoors" said Fiedler. past their misfortune early
ada's John Bonfilio with "In Germany we play on car this season to play conference
> of 6-3, 1-6, and 6-4. pet, it makes the game very opponent Cal Poly Feb. 7 at
home.
has a 1-2 overall record fast. I like to play fast."
Freshman Larhn Laurens"Cal Poly will be an impor
he season in his usual No.
Davitt played at the No. 6 spot tant game for us because it is
not only necessitated due to an elbow injury that in our conference," Baumann
play at the West Lane benched Christian Peitner on said. "If we recover sufficient
iuet Club and forced the Saturday. Laurnes-Davit lost ly we could do very well."
A dedication ceremony for
ellation of all doubles his match in two sets (6-4,6-1)
ches.
the new Hal Nelson Tennis
Coach Baumann to Jay Stearly.
"Larhn has the potential to Courts on February 20th that
idered this lucky.
will be followed by a double
be
a great asset to the team
doubles play is very
1 said Baumann. "We
said Baumann. "But right now header with the woman s
! n°t had enough time,
he has to adjust to this level of team playing Santa Clara at
^"y with these injuries, play and work on his consis 1:00 and the men playing St.
el°P strong teams this
Mary's at 2:30.
tency."
on."
Haug, also a freshman, was
LY

DAVIDSON
Writer

If!
'

is Week In
•orts
torsday*'» Volleyball vs. UC
1 Barbara, 7 p.m.
)S Center)
fiday.
,L|,-^rtHdd) Pm

Todd Bramble takes a pitch during Friday's game.

r

Women's Basketball vs.
Cal Poly, 7 p.m. (Spanos
Center)

Men's Volleyball vs. Cal
State Northridge, 7 p.m.
(Delta JC)

SaturdayBaseball vs. Utah, 1 p.m.
(Doubleheader Billy
Hebert Field)

SundayBaseball vs. Utah, 1 p.m.
(Billy Hebert Field)
Women's Basketball vs.
UC Santa Barbara, 7 p.m.
(Spanos Center)

Baseball

Tigers Bring Rain
to San Jose
JOSH MONTERO
Staff Writer
Last weekend's rain was
n't quite enough to save the
San Jose State Spartans
from the Tigers.
Friday's
opener
at
Hebert Field was the only
close game, with the Tigers
winning 3-2 behind junior
Darin Moore's nine strike
outs, winning his second
straight complete game of
the season. Leading the
Tigers with two hits, his
first hits of the season, was
junior
catcher
Bryce
Terveen.
Saturday's game took
place at Municipal Stadium
in San Jose, and was short
ened to six innings by rain.
The
Spartans
Jeremy
Rogelstad took a no-hitter

into the fifth, and then
came the wind, the rain,
and for the Tigers, the hits.
Terveen
and
Richard
Hackett got the rally start
ed and led the Tigers to a 52 lead before the game was
called in the seventh.
Terveen again led the
Tigers with three hits and
Hackett's grounder to short
turned into a two-run scor
ing play for the Tigers.
Game three was slated
for Sunday, but heavy
downpours and nasty
winds got tlie game can
celled. The game is current
ly scheduled to be made up
on March 16th in San Jose,
time to be determined later.
The Tigers (5-1) will be
home this weekend for a
series with Utah at Billy
Hebert Field.

Softball

Rain ruins tourney

Freshman Cindy Ball got the
win and connbuted two hits
Rain cancelled the Spartan to her own cause.
Another freshman, first
Early Bird Tournament at San
baseman
Allison Fclloney
Jose but UOP got a win.
rocked
two
hits with two RBI
The Tigers picked up win
and
sophomore
catcher led
No. 1 on the season beating
the
Tigers
with
a 3-for-3
San Jose State 9-0 in a rainonslaught.
shortened five-inning game.
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Men's Lacrosse

Tigers stick mud to two opponents
STEVE CABRAL
Staff Writer

Uriah Delozier (7) prepares to shake CSU Hayward defender.

This season Pacific (2-0
league, 3-0 overall) has never
trailed in a game and this type
of dominance has led them to
their best start as they find
themselves still undefeated and
in first place in their division.
Last weekend they played
their first two league games and
despite harsh weather the
Tigers managed to outscore
their opponents 25-8. On
Saturday Pacific played long
time rival CSU Sacramento (01), who has swept the division
three straight years and beaten
Pacific nine years in a row.
The Hornets ended Pacific's
season last year defeating them
12-2 in the playoffs but the
Tigers came prepared this year

with a more talented team. The
game was played in the rainand mud-soaked field at
Sacramento.
Senior Uriah Delozier (six
goals) started the scoring for
Pacific with two goals in the
first quarter to give the Tigers
an early lead. The Hornets
fought back to put some points
on the board and a back and
forth battle had the game tied 33 at halftime as senior Garrett
Lumley (one goal, one assist)
scored for the Tigers in the sec
ond quarter.
In the third quarter senior
Steve Cabral (one goal, two
assists) put Pacific back in the
lead with a goal on a man-up
play. Delozier remained on fire
as he nailed to more in the back
of the net to give the Tigers a 6See Lacrosse, page 20

Men's Basketball

Gauchos fire on all cylinders in OT
UCSB's Merrill trashes Tigers for 21 points; UOP rolls past Cal Poly
C. COLTON
Sports Editor

lason Williams buzzer beater sent UOP and UCSB to OT.

Defensive intensity is prac
tically a given at the Spanos
Center. Rarely, though, does
it come from the visiting
team.
Ironically, after Pacific's
guards played terrific in a
thumping of Cal Poly last
Thursday, they struggled in a
58-53 loss to UCSB in over
time. It was like night and
day. Credit the Gauchos' (911 overall, 7-3 Big West
Conference) defense in this
showdown for first place.
And with a rash of injuries
hitting the Tigers (11-9, 6-4
Big West), challenging the
Gauchos for first will be no
walk in the park. Freshmen
Mike Hahn and Mike Preston
missed the weekend games.
Hahn is out for the season
with a stress fracture in his

right foot.
Preston had a soft tissue
injury in his right foot and
See Hoops, page 22

CORN I

C. COLTON
Sports Editor

No commitment
The UOP men's club
team canceled their away
last Saturday at Cal
Monterey Bay because o
guys showed up to tra
team needs 15 guys to pi.
many guys missed on Sal
(and practice on F
because it was the fra
"Bid Day" and they we
busy getting drunk and
like idiots. Where the hel
commitment? The la
team has more fratemit
on their squad and n<
them missed their Sa
away game at Sac State.
Fancy footwork
Imagine Barry Sande
lacrosse uniform and yoi
get a feel for how UOP'
Delozier plays. Delozier
See Corner, p

Selena Ho gets Big West PC
THE PACIFICAN

Pacific freshman point
guard Selena Ho (Belmont,
Ca.) was named the Big West
Conference Co-Player of the
Week along with UCSB
sophomore Erin Buescher.
Ho averaged 22.0 points,
2.5 rebounds, 3.5 assists and
1.0 steal in the Tigers' games
against Cal Poly and No. 23
UCSB. UOP beat Cal Poly 7658 last Friday and lost at
Santa Barbara 84-76 last
Sunday.
She shot an impressive
.750 (18-24) from the field
and 6-for-9 from three-point

Selena Ho
Ho leads
field goal percentage •
three-point field g0*1
centage (.457), scoring t
• agists (3.5 apg)

